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Flawed eyewitness testimony, faulty forensics, and police misconduct are common factors that may contribute to wrongful conviction. However, what brings someone over the threshold of suspicion where these factors are used to build the case against them? To answer that question, we built upon the limited number of previous studies examining how someone becomes a suspect in serious crimes (e.g., murder, rape). This exploratory study utilized Innocence Project materials pertaining to 232 exonerated clients and 75 individuals for whom post-conviction DNA testing was found to be an “inclusion” (i.e., supportive of the prosecution’s theory of guilt). Based on case files, we coded pathways to becoming a suspect. These pathways included tips, matched description, previous law enforcement encounters, physical evidence, and other scenarios; more than one pathway could be used for each individual. While several pathways were found to be similar in both groups, differences were seen in pathways related to physical evidence, officers putting individuals under duress during questioning, and proximity to the crime. This exploratory analysis provides a basis for designing future hypothesis-based research to further examine the observed associations and provide further insights into the investigative processes that can lead to wrongful convictions.
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**I Introduction**

Police officers have a large amount of discretion in making decisions on whom to arrest and how to investigate cases. However, most research in criminal investigations pertains to charging decisions or events that happen post-implication of a suspect (e.g., interrogation).¹ In innocence work, the same issue is faced. We have what Zalman² calls the innocence paradigm, i.e., variables that are said to be factors contributing to wrongful convictions. These factors include mistaken eyewitness identification, false confessions, tunnel vision, informant testimony, unsound forensics, prosecutorial misconduct, and ineffective assistance of counsel.³ All these issues happen post-implication, meaning, after someone initially becomes a suspect. Minimal research has focused on what happens before someone becomes a suspect. We seek to analyze this specific portion of the investigatory process to identify how innocent individuals become a suspect.

Researchers have also noticed the dearth of analysis in this line of questioning. In fact, Zalman and Larson\(^4\) call for innocence researchers to examine the police investigation beyond the minutiae of eyewitness identification or interrogation. While the scholarship on individuals becoming suspects has been a neglected area, that does not mean it is nonexistent. First, we do have substantial knowledge about how police approach some specific crimes which gives us the ability to conjecture how suspects are identified. For example, there are many investigatory handbooks or pocket guides on responses to sexual assault. These detail how officers need to control the scene, identify physical evidence to be processed for possible forensic evidence, get detailed suspect descriptions to put out to the public or produce lineups, and get details of the assault itself to try to match to past crimes investigated.\(^5\) This makes it reasonable to assume that people become suspects by leaving physical evidence, matching a description of a given suspect as identified by the public or others, or by matching a previous crime’s modus operandi. Homicide investigation handbooks also stress the importance of collection of physical evidence and getting descriptions of possible assailants.\(^6\) While these documents can help us hypothesize ways individuals become suspects, there have also been other pieces of literature that more directly touch on the subject albeit, not always with exonerees.

An example of this is a study published by the UK Home Office in 2007. This study examined 593 rape cases (with 640 assailants involved) looking at multiple variables including when the suspect was linked to the crime (e.g., at the time of the report) and victim-assailant relationship (i.e., 14% were strangers, 27% were acquaintances, and 22% were partners or ex-partners). They also examined how individuals became suspects. A suspect was identified through being named by the victim (67%), a victim description (6%), being named by an associate (4%), from being caught at the scene (3%), forensic match (2%), from their own admission (<1%), and from similarity to other offenses (<1%).\(^7\) The authors did not analyze these frequencies in terms of the relationship between the victim and assailant, and it is likely suspect identification pathways differed for stranger compared to acquaintance and other types of relationships. To our understanding, this study focused largely on non-exoneration cases. To date, there is one such study we know of that examines this subject for exonerees.


\(^7\) Andy Feist et al, *Investigating and Detecting Recorded Offences of Rape*, (NCJRS, 2007) [Feist et al].
Lowrey-Kinberg, Senn, Dunn, Gould, and Hail-Jares examined 396 cases: 231 wrongful conviction cases and 165 near miss cases (where the defendant was acquitted at trial or had charges dismissed due to facts pertaining to innocence). The cases occurred between 1980 and 2012 and were considered “state violent felony cases,” which largely consisted of homicides and sexual assaults. They created eight mutually exclusive groups for how individuals became suspects by analyzing previous police literature and investigatory tactics. These groups were: victim or eyewitness identification, officer identification, civilian identification, intentional misidentification, physical evidence, criminal activity, physical proximity, and social proximity. They found that victim or eyewitness identification (24.24%), intentional misidentification (21.72%), and citizen identification (13.13%) were the top three ways individuals were first identified. The authors, utilizing multivariate logistic regression, also analyzed if certain characteristics like race, criminal history, or whether the victim survived the crime were related to how individuals became a suspect. Lastly, and important to note, is that it also appears that they did not separate their wrongful conviction and near miss cases within their analysis.

The purpose of our study was to expand on this growing literature by pursuing an exploratory study identifying how individuals become suspects. To do this we analyzed a set of Innocence Project cases compared to a set of cases where DNA was found to include the suspect at the scene, presumably supporting the prosecutor’s theory of the crime. This study furthers the work Lowrey-Kinberg conducted in that it expands on ways to classify how individuals become suspects. Our work differs by allowing for the categorization of cases into two or more pathways of becoming a suspect. Also different is that our sampling design allowed a comparison of wrongfully convicted cases (exonervations) to cases in which the investigation had presumably correctly identified someone involved in the crime. In this way we sought to contribute to the growing scholarship on how individuals become a suspect and hope further research can expand upon our results.

II Methods

Becoming a suspect in this research was defined as when authorities amplified resources on an individual or when they decided to focus their attention on a certain person. A suspect is formally investigated, and someone considered suspicious by law enforcement. Therefore, simply having your name brought up in an investigation did not constitute becoming a suspect in this research, even if that meant there was minor suspicion against you. To be considered a suspect, the individual had to have been brought in for a witness identification, been interrogated for a long period of time, or have done something that quickly led to suspicion and arrest. This differs from a person of interest, who police might want to speak with during an investigation, but the police


do not have the evidence to charge them or put them under formal investigation. Thinking of it in terms of filling a cup to a certain line is a helpful metaphor: while some things can fill the cup, you must reach a certain level to become a suspect. We viewed the totality of the circumstances to make that decision, but note a degree of subjectivity exists in this process.

A. Sample

The sample for this research came from the records of the Innocence Project. The records examined included 232 clients who had been exonerated (mostly through the means of DNA testing) and 75 clients who had not been exonerated because new DNA was found that supported the prosecution’s theory of guilt, meaning the client’s DNA profile is found to be included in the physical evidence of the crime. In these situations, the Innocence Project closes that case and does not represent the client in further legal proceedings. Initial conviction dates ranged from 1976 to 2006 for the exonerated group and from 1974 to 2002 for the comparison (DNA inclusion) group. Case characteristics included murder, sexual assault (attempted and completed), and burglary.

B. Coding Procedure and Description of Pathway Categories

The Innocence Project’s internal records on these cases were the first source used in the analysis. These records included things like case evaluations and opening and closing memos which directly gave background on the cases. Other records included information that was submitted to the court like post-conviction relief applications (PCR’s) and legal briefs, information obtained during the investigation of the case, including from police reports, and court decisions providing background on cases. In some cases, how an individual became a suspect was explicitly stated or could be inferred from details provided in these records. In other cases, the records did not provide sufficient information on this question. In those cases, open-source information was found via the Innocence Project website, the National Registry of Exonerations website, online law documents, and online media sources and the same process of analyzing these files would occur to see if the narrative of the case identified how the individual was first identified as a suspect. In cases where the primary researcher could not identify how an individual became a suspect via these routes, a consensus among three reviewers was attempted to be reached and when that did not happen, the way someone became a suspect was left unknown.

Prior research on how suspects are identified was used to help organize this information into specific categories. As noted previously, our analysis expanded upon the Lowrey-Kinberg et al. piece, allowing for multiple origin of implication pathways for each suspect. Using the previous cup analogy again, we are coding everything that fills that cup to the line of becoming a suspect. To identify the categories, the Lowrey-Kinberg et al. article was initially used but was amended and expanded to include seven general categories and additional subcategories, in addition to an “unknown” and “other variables likely” category. These categories are described below and summarized in Table 1, and the Appendix contains additional examples of the classification decisions.

---

11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
Table 1. Categories and Subcategories Used For Classification of Pathways For Becoming a Suspect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Possible Paths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tip</td>
<td>Public Tip</td>
<td>Single or Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friend Under Duress During Questioning</td>
<td>Single or Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accomplice Tip</td>
<td>Single or Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victim Tip</td>
<td>Single or Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched Description</td>
<td>Officer Identification</td>
<td>Single or Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civilian (member of public) Identification</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victim Identification</td>
<td>Single or Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own Actions</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Single or Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Evidence</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Single or Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Law Enforcement Encounter</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Single or Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Single or Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Action</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Variable(s) Likely</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tip refers to someone (i.e., the victim or public) offering information to law enforcement and this information resulted in a deeper investigation of the identified individual. The tip could be provided through a tip line or other electronic system used to report suspicious, nuisance, and criminal activity to the police, or in any other form.\(^\text{13}\) The Tip pathway was further broken down by the source of the tip.

In the process of investigating crimes, especially stranger crimes, descriptions of a suspect’s personal appearance and evidential characteristics (i.e., color of car used) can be obtained and used to create composites.\(^\text{14}\) When an individual becomes a suspect due to a Matched Description, they become one because they are encountered during an investigation and match these personal or evidential characteristics provided previously from someone witnessing the crime (i.e., victim or eyewitness). Matched Description includes matching clothing and an earring a victim described, someone calling in saying a composite matches someone they know, or a police officer seeing someone on the street matching a description and bringing them in for an identification procedure. Matched Description was broken down into who identified the individual as matching a description: police employees, the public, or victims.


Own actions came into play when behavior that is perceived to be suspicious and strange brings a suspect to the attention of investigators. Examples include people peering into parked cars that are not theirs or someone driving slowly and repeatedly around a crime scene. It can also include things like emotional actions where lack of emotional reactivity to a murder might be perceived as guilt. This category was used for individuals who became suspects because of physical, emotional, or verbal actions. Because these three categories are often seen together, there were no subsections for this group. An example of a case like this was when an individual was seen at all three wakes for the victim and seemed overly distraught over their death. Because of these actions, thought by police to be an out of proportion reaction, he became a suspect in the murder. This variable by no means was intended to place blame, it just describes that the actions of the person was part of what led to them becoming a suspect.

The Physical Evidence pathway was not very common and was not divided into subsections. To be placed here, physical evidence must have been discovered which led to the individual falling under police focus. Physical evidence can include things like forensic matches, through DNA or fingerprints, or physical possessions being found at scenes that can be traced back to the suspect.

Previous Law Enforcement encounters were another route to becoming a suspect. Of concern in this section was any previous encounter a suspect had with law enforcement which led to them becoming a suspect in the current case. For example, a police perception of a previous crime matching a current crime could lead to an individual becoming a suspect. This variable was also not called Previous Arrest because some individuals in our sample were suspects in other crimes but were not arrested; because they were suspects in these other crimes, they became suspects in the current case. Note, this category was not used when an officer encountered someone

---


18 Savino & Turvey, supra note 5; Lowrey-Kinberg et al 2019, supra note 8.

before and thought they matched the description; in that scenario, the Matched Description-Officer Identification classification would be used.

For Proximity, the individual becomes a suspect due to some sort of closeness to the victim. That closeness can either be physical (lived with the murdered victim) or social (was an acquaintance of that victim). Opportunity theories in criminology allows for discussion on physical closeness to potential victims.\(^{20}\) Knowing that you must have the opportunity to commit crime and to have the opportunity you must be in the proximity to commit it, police investigations often focus on those in physical proximity or social proximity to a victim.\(^{21}\) Through our first analysis of the data, proximity was divided into subsections of physical and social proximity. However, these two subgroups overlapped quite a bit (i.e., a friend was last seen with a victim), so the variables were collapsed into one variable.

Police Action involved some sort of police action (other than recognizing a suspect from a description or putting a friend of the suspect under duress) including a mistake in judgement, mixing up a name provided by a public tip, or telling the victim that the next person they choose from a mugshot book will be brought in for a physical identification. This variable contained no sub-sections. This variable also includes law enforcement questioning someone they believe to be a person of interest, not quite a suspect yet, throughout the night to the point of confession. Direct statements of ridicule, lack of food and/or water, and lack of parental supervision for minors must be present to meet this variable description.

Sometimes, there is an unknown way individuals become a suspect. Criminal cases can be complex and much like evidence can be destroyed, so too can some important files.\(^{22}\) Due to this, there was not always a complete picture on some cases leading to an imperfect system in classifying how someone becomes a suspect. For example, in one case someone was picked out of a lineup, but it was unclear how he ended up in said lineup. He believed it was because he was behind on probation fees and believed he was picked up because he was Black. However, due to lack of confirmation on this front, there was no way to determine how he was chosen for the lineup and therefore, no way to determine how he became a suspect. These cases were kept in their own category of Unknown.

Like the variable Unknown, Other Variable(s) Likely exists because there was not always a complete picture on how someone became a suspect. However, because we wanted to capture as much information as possible, there were cases where we had some idea how someone became a


\(^{21}\) Lowrey-Kinberg et al 2019, supra note 8.

suspect but there were clearly other reasons involved. For example, there was a rape case at an apartment complex where someone working on the landscaping crew was implicated as a suspect. Initially, this suspect was pointed out and the victim did not identify this person. A second unsuccessful identification of this person occurred again until a third time when a lineup was prepared, and he was picked out and arrested. It was reasonable to assume that, because he worked on the landscaping crew, Proximity came into play for why he became a suspect. However, it was also reasonable to assume that something else came into play. Because of this, we captured the proximity variable but also put him under Other Variable(s) Likely.

C. Analysis

We calculated frequencies and present summary statistics for each of the groups in our sample, and conducted separate analyses of cases in which a single pathway and those in which multiple pathways to becoming a suspect were seen. We did not conduct formal statistical tests because this was a descriptive study, rather than a test of specific hypotheses. For the comparison group in particular, the number of observations within some of these pathways was quite small (<5). Thus, the differences that are highlighted in the results section should not be considered definitive differences, but are rather presented as findings warranting further investigation and replication.

III Results

A. Single vs. Multiple Paths

Table 2 presents the number of pathways (single or multiple) taken to becoming a suspect. Out of 232 in the exonerated group, 196 (84.4%) were able to be classified into a pathway to becoming a suspect. In the comparison (DNA inclusion) group, 64 of the 75 clients (85.3%) were able to be classified in a pathway to becoming a suspect. The frequency of single pathways was somewhat lower among the exonerated group (35.3%) than in the comparison (45.3%), with the opposite pattern seen with respect to frequency of multiple pathways (49.1% and 40.0%, respectively in the exonerated and comparison groups).

Table 2. Number of pathways to becoming a suspect, by group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single or Multiple Pathways</th>
<th>Exonerated (n=232)</th>
<th>Comparison Group (DNA Inclusion) (n=75)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Path</td>
<td>82 (35.3%)</td>
<td>34 (45.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Path</td>
<td>114 (49.1%)</td>
<td>30 (40.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>36 (15.5%)</td>
<td>11 (14.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency of Pathway Categories

Table 3 presents the total number of pathways taken. The most common pathways for the exonerated group were Tip-Public Tip (20.0%) followed by Own Actions (12.0%), Matched
Description-Officer Identification (10.3%), Tip-Victim Tip (10.0%), Proximity (8.9%), and Matched Description-Victim Identification (8.6%). In the comparison group, Tip-Public Tip (23.7%) was most common, followed by Matched Description-Officer Identification (18.6%), Tip-Victim Tip (13.4%), Own Actions (13.4%), and Physical Evidence (8.2%). Matched Description-Officer Identification and Physical Evidence pathways were seen more often in the comparison group than in the exoneration group (Figure 1). In contrast, the Tip-Friend Under Duress, Proximity, Police Actions, and Previous Law Enforcement Encounter pathways were found more often in the exoneration group, with the largest difference seen with Police Actions (6.9% and 0.0% of pathways in the exonerated and comparison groups, respectively).

**Table 3. Number and Percentage of Suspects within each Pathway, by Group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Exonerated Group</th>
<th>Comparison Group (DNA Inclusion)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Public Tip</td>
<td>70 (20.0%)</td>
<td>23 (23.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Friend under Duress</td>
<td>19 (5.4%)</td>
<td>2 (2.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Accomplice</td>
<td>5 (1.4%)</td>
<td>1 (1.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Victim</td>
<td>35 (10.0%)</td>
<td>13 (13.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched Description-Officer</td>
<td>36 (10.3%)</td>
<td>18 (18.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched Description-Civilian</td>
<td>15 (4.3%)</td>
<td>5 (5.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched Description-Victim</td>
<td>30 (8.6%)</td>
<td>6 (6.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own Actions</td>
<td>42 (12.0%)</td>
<td>13 (13.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity</td>
<td>31 (8.9%)</td>
<td>4 (4.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Action</td>
<td>24 (6.9%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Evidence</td>
<td>13 (3.7%)</td>
<td>8 (8.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Law Enforcement</td>
<td>14 (4.0%)</td>
<td>1 (1.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encounter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Variable(s) Likely</td>
<td>16 (4.6%)</td>
<td>3 (3.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Number of Pathways</strong></td>
<td><strong>350 (100%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>97 (100%)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Pathways with Differences Between Groups, Based on Total Number of Pathways

Figure 1 depicts the pathways in which there was an approximate two-fold difference in the frequency in the two groups. In the first set (Set A), the pathways were more common among people in the comparison group (i.e., cases for which DNA testing supported the prosecutor’s theory of the crime). In the second set (set B), the pathways were more common in the exoneration group.

B. Analysis of Single Pathway Cases

Table 4 presents the pathways for the 116 individuals (82 exoneration group, 34 comparison group) who were categorized as having a single pathway through which they had become a suspect. In the exonerated group, the most common single pathways were Matched Description-Officer Identification (31.7%), Tip-Public Tip (17.1%), and Tip-Victim Tip (12.2%). In the comparison group, the most common paths here were Matched Description-Officer Identification (35.3%), Tip-Victim Tip (23.5%), Tip-Public Tip (14.7%), and Physical Evidence (11.8%). No one in either group had become a suspect due solely to Police Actions or from a member of the public recognizing a suspect from a description.

Among these single pathway cases, there were pathways that appeared to differ in frequency in the two groups (Figure 2). Matched Description-Victim Identification (e.g., when a victim looked through information like a mug book to see if they recognize their perpetrator) more often led to wrongful conviction (9.8% for the exonerated group compared to 2.9% for the
comparison group). However, Tip-Victim Tip (i.e., when the victim directly implicated the person by name) as the sole pathway to that person becoming a suspect more often led to the correct identification of the perpetrator (12.2% and 23.5%, respectively for the exonerated and comparison groups). The other large differences were seen with Proximity and Physical Evidence, albeit in different directions. Becoming a suspect solely because of being found in some sort of proximity to the crime or victim was a more common single pathway for the exonerated group (8.5%) than for the comparison group (0.0%). In contrast, having physical evidence in a case as the only support to suspecting an individual appeared more likely to indicate a true perpetrator (1.2% and 11.8%, respectively, for the exonerated and comparison groups).

Table 4. Number and Percentage of Pathways Among Single Pathway Cases, by Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Exonerated Group</th>
<th>Comparison Group (DNA Inclusion)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Public Tip</td>
<td>14 (17.1%)</td>
<td>5 (14.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Friend under Duress</td>
<td>5 (6.1%)</td>
<td>1 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Accomplice</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>1 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Victim Tip</td>
<td>10 (12.2%)</td>
<td>8 (23.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched Description-Officer</td>
<td>26 (31.7%)</td>
<td>12 (35.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched Description-Public (Civilian)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched Description-Victim</td>
<td>8 (9.8%)</td>
<td>1 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own Actions</td>
<td>6 (7.3%)</td>
<td>1 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity</td>
<td>7 (8.5%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Action</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Evidence</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>4 (11.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Law Enforcement</td>
<td>4 (4.9%)</td>
<td>1 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Pathways</td>
<td>82 (100%)</td>
<td>34 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Pathways with Differences Between Groups Among Single Pathway Cases

Figure 2 depicts the pathways in which there was an approximate two-fold difference or greater in the frequency in the two groups for pathways with 5 or more cases in total among the single pathway’s cases. In the first set (Set A), the pathways were more common among people the comparison group (i.e., cases for which DNA testing supported the prosecutor’s theory of the crime). In the second set (set B), the pathways were more common in the exoneration group.

C. Analysis of Multiple Pathway Cases

Table 5 represents the most common categorizations for the 144 individuals (114 exonerations, 30 comparison group) classified as having become a suspect through multiple pathways. The exonerated group categories include every path with more than two clients and the comparison group categories include every path with two or more clients. The most common multiple path classification in the exonerated group was Tip-Victim Tip/Matched Description-Victim Identification (13.2%) followed by Tip-Public Tip/Matched Description-Civilian Identification (9.6%), and Tip-Public Tip/Tip-Friend under Duress During Questioning (7.9%). In the comparison group, Tip-Public Tip/Own Actions (20%) was the most common multiple pathway followed by Tip-Victim Tip/Matched Description-Victim Identification (10%), and Tip-Public Tip/Matched Description-Civilian Identification (10%).

The larger differences in frequency of multiple pathways between the groups are shown in Figure 3. Some multiple pathways were seen in the exonerated group, but not in the comparison group, suggesting these are particularly problematic in terms of correctly identifying perpetrators. The most common of these, seen in 7.9% of the exoneration cases, was a public tip coupled with
investigators putting someone under duress during questioning (Tip-Public Tip/Tip-Friend under Duress During Questioning). In contrast, a public tip coupled with an individual’s own actions was somewhat more commonly seen in the comparison group than among the exonerated group.

Table 5. Most Common Multiple Path Categorizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Exonerated Group</th>
<th>Comparison Group (DNA Inclusion)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Victim/Matched Description-Victim</td>
<td>15 (13.2%)</td>
<td>3 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Public/Matched Description-Civilian</td>
<td>11 (9.6%)</td>
<td>3 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Public/Tip-Friend Under Duress</td>
<td>9 (7.9%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Public/Own Actions</td>
<td>6 (5.3%)</td>
<td>6 (20.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own Actions/Proximity/Police Action</td>
<td>5 (4.4%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Public/Matched Description-Officer</td>
<td>4 (3.5%)</td>
<td>1 (3.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity/Other Variable(s) Likely</td>
<td>3 (2.6%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Public/Other Variable(s) Likely</td>
<td>3 (2.6%)</td>
<td>2 (6.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Accomplice/Own Actions/Police Action</td>
<td>2 (1.8%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own Actions/Police Action/Other Var Likely</td>
<td>2 (1.8%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-Public/Physical Evidence</td>
<td>1 (1.0%)</td>
<td>2 (6.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched Description-Officer/Own Actions</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>2 (6.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>(53.5%)</td>
<td>19 (63.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Percentages based on total number of multiple variable clients (114 for the exonerated group and 30 for comparison (DNA inclusion) group)
Figure 3. Pathways with Differences Between Groups Among Multiple Pathway Cases

Figure 3 depicts the pathways in which there were an approximate two-fold difference or greater in the frequency in the two groups for pathways with 5 or more cases in total among the multiple pathways cases. In the first set (Set A), the pathways were more common among people in the comparison group (i.e., cases for which DNA testing supported the prosecutor’s theory of the crime). In the second set (set B), the pathways were more common in the exoneration group.

The results discussed above were for the exonerated group with initial conviction dates from 1976 to 2006 and the comparison group with initial conviction dates from 1974 to 2002. An additional analysis was done to constrict this to 1976-2002; results were similar to that of the full sample.

IV Discussion

The purpose of this analysis was to build upon the previous study by Lowrey-Kinberg et al.23 pertaining to how people who were wrongfully convicted of a crime became a suspect. We were able to include a comparison group and allow for multiple pathways. This research has tangible impact because it allows for greater insight into police investigations and allows for the law enforcement community to question their current tactics and consider ways to change them. Research shows that there is little in the scientific literature that has a genuine impact on police

23 Lowrey-Kinberg et al, supra note 8.
procedure, like how to prioritize suspects, and it is our hope that this research will do just that. The below discussion goes in depth on what this research found and how it can impact the investigatory process of law enforcement today.

Some of the differences observed in the frequency of pathways may be indicative of potential areas of strength, and of weaknesses, in investigative processes. For example, the true perpetrator was found more when an officer identified someone as matching a description of a suspect (18.6% in the DNA inclusion group compared to 10.3% in the exonerated group). This finding may reflect the emphasis and training police receive on observational skills. In contrast, turning to the Police Action variable, when police actions led to a suspect, correct identification of the perpetrator occurred less often (6.9% of the exonerated group and 0% of the comparison group). This variable included police actions against a person of interest where they question them for numerous hours and often restrict sleep, food and/or water, and directly accuse these people during that time. The Reid Technique is an interrogation technique widely used in North America. It is also a technique that emphasizes getting confessions through confrontations (forceful accusation) and minimizations (moral justifications for suspected actions). The idea of forceful accusations and the procedure of the Reid Technique has been criticized by many as leading to false confessions, and there was more evidence of that in this study (Hirsch, 2013; Kozinski, 2017; Moore and Fitzsimmons, 2011). Also, looking to the pathway of Tip-Friend under Duress During Questioning where the wrong suspect was more often found, we see another pathway where duress led to the wrong person being implicated. Research shows that isolation, fatigue, and fear can lead to false confessions to escape from the situation an individual is in. It seems reasonable to say that the same was true for someone under duress during questioning when they named someone they knew in order to remove themselves from a scenario that was isolating, fatiguing, and fear inducing.

Evidence can be divided into two separate groups: testimonial evidence and physical evidence. Testimonial evidence is evidence given from statements while physical evidence is any type of object (Fisher and Fisher, 2012). One important aspect of our findings was that physical evidence seemed to more often point to a true perpetrator (8.2% of the comparison group and 3.7% for exonerated group). The single path suspects data also reiterates the power of physical evidence to find the right person. When only one way an individual becomes a suspect was via physical evidence, that typically meant the suspect was part of the comparison (DNA inclusion) group.

---

27 Moore & Fitzsimmons, ibid.
(11.8% and 1.2%, respectively, in comparison and exonerated). There were qualitative differences, however, between the physical evidence involved in the exoneration cases compared to the evidence involved in the comparison group. Out of the 15 pieces of evidence identified as used to becoming a suspect in the exonerated group, hair and bitemark evidence was used four times, but were not used once in the comparison group. Hair and bitemark evidence are based on minimal empirical support for identification of individuals and have been implicated in numerous wrongful convictions. Differences in the type of physical evidence used to implicate suspects should be examined in future research.

Another finding from our study is the relative ineffectiveness of specific types of testimonial evidence (i.e., matched descriptions on the part of victims or the public) as used to develop a suspect. Innocence scholars know well that eyewitness testimony can be faulty and a major contributor to wrongful convictions. The separate analysis of single-path suspects provides additional support for the potential weakness of victim testimonials. Single path Matched Description-Victim Identification was seen more often when looking at the exonerated group (9.8%) compared to the DNA inclusion group (2.9%). A single pathway often consisted of someone looking through a set of pictures (often described as a mug book) or saying they “felt” like they recognized something about the suspect during their encounter. Research continually shows that eyewitness memory is flawed, human memory is fragile, and that we only have a set number of cognitive resources available at certain points.

With eyewitness identification not being the most reliable form of evidence, there have been efforts to reform eyewitness identification and lineup procedures. One such specific reform mechanism is to get a confidence statement immediately following identification of a suspect. Confidence is a predictor of accuracy when choosing from a photospread. Within our results


regarding victim identifications, we can see a spectrum of confidence regarding the identification itself, with some being extremely high in confidence and others being lower on that spectrum. For example, Tip-Victim Tip as a single path typically saw a victim directly implicating their perpetrator by name. Due to this implication, it is reasonable to assume they had high confidence in their choice. With this high confidence came a greater likelihood of choosing the correct assailant (Tip-Victim Tip 23.5% for comparison and 12.2% for the exonerated groups). Traveling down the spectrum of confidence you have Matched Description-Victim Identification as a single path variable. This path often saw victims choosing suspects out of large sets of photographs and identifying someone they believed was their assailant. This pathway saw the wrong person being picked more often in our sample, 9.8% to 2.9% for the exonerated group and comparison group respectively. In this same vein, Tip-Victim Tip coupled with Matched Description-Victim Identification often saw a victim seeing someone in the days or weeks following the crime and, believing they matched the description of their perpetrator, calling them into law enforcement. This scenario saw the incorrect perpetrator somewhat more often chosen with 13.2% in the exonerated group and 10% in the comparison group. What this illustrates is that when you can reasonably assume the victim to be high on the spectrum of confidence (directly naming their assailant) there is evidence that they will more often choose the correct person, supporting the potential usefulness of getting a confidence statement after an identification procedure.

Most of our cases are sexual assaults or homicides. In general, these crimes are more likely to be perpetrated by someone known to the victim, but an important caveat to note, however, is that our sample largely consists of stranger crimes. Thus, it would be inappropriate to generalize the proximity pathway findings in this analysis (i.e., proximity led more often to an incorrect identification of a suspect) to the broader population of sexual assaults and homicides. This means, in general, it could be useful to look at people who have access to the victim to find suspects, but when you are dealing with a possible stranger crime, a broader approach could be the better option.

Some of our Proximity pathway suspects were found in the area the crime took place because of some actions known to police (i.e., an automobile accident), and it is this proximity which led to their implication as suspects. This type of situation is an example of an interesting assumption of innocent people who are convicted; that they were in the wrong place at the wrong time.

The public tip pathway was rarely seen in the larger (i.e., two-fold or more) differences between the groups that we noted. In the multiple paths analysis, however, Tip-Public Tip was frequently seen. Tip-Public Tip/Own Actions occurred in 7.9% of the exonerated group and 20% of the comparison (DNA inclusion) group. What this variable illustrated was another possible qualitative difference between these two groups. The Tip-Public/Own Actions variable typically "Initial Eyewitness Confidence Reliably Predicts Eyewitness Identification Accuracy" (2015) American Psychologist, 70(6), 515.


saw an individual confessing something about the crime to someone else and that person would turn them into investigators. The comparison (DNA inclusion) group had more individuals confessing or doing some sort of action leading to suspicion when compared to the exonerated group. Upon examination of the Tip-Public Tip pathways in each group, it seems plausible that Tip-Public Tips in the exonerated group are more circumstantial than direct. In the exonerated group we often saw things like an individual’s truck possibly put at the scene, an individual calling in to say that someone they know matches a description, and someone telling investigators that someone they know owed money to the victim. However, for the comparison (DNA inclusion) group we often saw an individual directly confessing to friends, bragging about having a gun, or making comments about a crime. Therefore, the Tip-Public Tip pathway in the comparison group had evidence that seemed to have a greater connection to the crime than the exonerated group. Further analysis needs to consider possible qualitative differences on this topic.

While this was the second known study examining exonerated individuals, there are limitations to its analysis. First, the sample sizes were small, and some pathways contained very few cases. Drawing definitive conclusions and generalizations from these data is not advised. As noted previously, the differences between groups discussed above are findings we consider noteworthy and that warrant further investigation and replication. Second, our comparison group might not represent most individuals who are the true perpetrators. This was a group that wrote into the Innocence Project meaning, this was a group that was actively involved in their post-conviction (and post-appeals) process, and generally the circumstances of the cases and evidence included ambiguities and complexities. This sort of group might not be representative of more definitive cases. Lastly, coding cases is inherently a subjective enterprise. While cases were coded in this research from a primary coder and coding was discussed and agreement reached when initial differences were noted after review, some uncertainty and subjectivity is inherent in the coding. We have attempted to describe our categories thoroughly to allow readers to understand the process and rationale for decisions.

V Conclusion

How an individual becomes a suspect is a research area that is in its infancy within innocence scholarship. There have been multiple calls for an examination of the entirety of the police investigation in relation to wrongful convictions. This is the second study known to us addressing this question. Our study was able to examine a comparison group and, in the future, researchers need to continue to think of comparison groups of adequate size to perform hypothesis testing in this under-researched field. Future analysis could also partner with law enforcement to be able to get better access to details and insights regarding decision-making early in the investigative process. There were cases where no conclusion could be made on how individuals became a suspect and partnering with law enforcement could provide greater access to investigatory materials and narratives that could inform every case leading to a more complete

35 Zalman & Larson, supra note 4.
While we saw differences in this study that could inform ways to improve investigations, those differences need to be confirmed with additional studies which could include questioning how specific crimes affect suspect recognition, how race and gender could come into the discussion, and how state or local areas could affect suspect pathways.

VI Appendix – Additional Examples of Subcategories and Discussion of Single and Multiple Pathways

A. Tip-Public Tip

Public Tip involved someone from the public (i.e., not the victim or law enforcement) offering information to law enforcement which made them further investigate the information leading to the arrest of that individual. Public Tip was a single or multiple path variable. An example of single path Public Tip suspect includes an acquaintance of the suspect calling law enforcement and saying that his co-worker owed money to the murdered victims and law enforcement then focusing on that suspect. A common multiple path Public Tip suspect was Tip-Public Tip/Matched Description-Civilian Identification. This path saw a civilian contacting law enforcement and naming a suspect after seeing a sketch. Prior research would simply classify this as something like civilian identification to keep categories mutually exclusive. However, our analysis posits that there are two points of implication involved in a case like this. First, the member of the public must identify that a certain person matches a description (point one) and then they must call the police and give them this tip (point two).

B. Tip-Friend Under Duress During Questioning

This variable encompassed those who were implicated after someone known to them was questioned for hours and they mentioned or named the person in our sample as connected to the crime, making them a suspect. This fits under the tip category because this was an example of someone offering up a piece of information to law enforcement, implicating someone else, leading to resources focused on that individual. A single path example of this variable was seen when an individual was brought in during a murder investigation from a public tip. During questioning, this individual mentioned the name of the person in our sample and only then were resources focused on that person. A multiple path suspect was seen in the example of a murder where someone came forward, hoping to gain consideration for a friend in custody, and provided information about a murder that occurred. Over the course of the next few days, this person implicated a group of people including himself in a murder. The group he implicated included people in our sample whose path to becoming suspects were, therefore, Tip-Public Tip and Tip-Friend Under Duress During Questioning because the person who initially came in was providing a public tip by offering up information to law enforcement and then was subsequently questioned for two days and provided more statements and, likely due to duress, implicated these individuals in our sample.

C. Tip-Accomplice Tip

Tip-Accomplice Tip’s typical scenario saw an accomplice (from events related to the crime under question or a previous one) contact law enforcement to offer information about a crime. This was a single or multiple path variable. A single path suspect was seen when an individual in our sample was arrested with others for a burglary in another state. An accomplice called prosecutors investigating a murder in another state and offered information that his accomplice in the burglary confessed to the murder, making this individual a suspect in the murder case. A multiple variable suspect involved police investigating a robbery at a Salvation Army where they arrested a group of people, including someone in our sample. One of the suspects in that group said the individual in our sample left the area for a short period of time during the robbery, putting him in the area of a sexual assault police were also investigating. Because of this, the individual became a suspect in that crime and his path to becoming a suspect was Tip-Accomplice Tip and Previous Law Enforcement Encounter.

D. Tip-Victim Tip

Victim Tip was when information was offered from the victim. It could be a single or multiple pathway. A single path Victim Tip existed when a victim directly implicated someone by name. This occurred when a victim went to a suspect’s house to do laundry and later left and called the police and told them this suspect (directly implicating them) raped her. There was no matching a description here needed because they knew the person they were accusing. An example of a multiple path suspect was an individual categorized as Tip-Victim Tip and Matched Description-Victim Identification. In this case a rape victim saw an individual she believed was her rapist. This victim wrote down the license plate of the individual and provided that to authorities who then traced it to the suspect included in our sample. There are two points of implication here: 1). The victim believed the individual was her rapist (matching the description) and 2). The victim had to call that information in (make a tip).

E. Matched Description-Officer Identification

This path involved the suspect being brought in by law enforcement because they matched descriptive characteristics previously provided, officers noticed it, and officers made the arrest. Law enforcement employees can also be considered officers for this variable. A single path example involved an individual who was found in the area of a rape and matched the description given from the victim. This person was then detained and brought for a show-up and identified. This pathway can also include evidentiary material. For example, a robbery and murder occurred on a busy street and multiple witnesses described the getaway vehicle. Police saw a similar vehicle and arrested the people inside, bringing them in for an identification. This subcategory also included multiple pathways. An example of one such multiple pathway is a rape that occurred where the victim came in and helped create a composite by using a method of operation kit which overlayed facial features to create a likeness of the suspect. A civilian police employee then picked a series of photos from this likeness and created a lineup with them. Our suspect was subsequently picked out. This means the law enforcement employee had to pick out our suspect from the likeness (Matched Description-Officer Identification), the victim had to recognize someone in the group
(Matched Description-Victim Identification), and the victim had to provide information of what the suspect looked like to create the likeness (Tip-Victim Tip).

F. Matched Description-Civilian Identification

Matched Description-Civilian Identification was an identification by the public based on a description of the suspect provided to them. A common multi-path variable for this group was Tip-Public Tip and Matched Description-Civilian Identification. An example of this from our sample includes an individual who was identified by the public after the second victim in the case assisted law enforcement with creating a composite sketch. That sketch was broadcasted on TV and police received a call about the suspect believed to be matching the description leading to an arrest. There was no single variable suspect for this path.

G. Matched Description-Victim Identification

This variable was for when the victim(s) in the case identified a suspect based on their matching of a description of the perceived perpetrator. A typical single pathway example saw victims going to law enforcement precincts, viewing mug books, and identifying suspects from the mug books. This was only a single pathway because law enforcement was providing photographs to victims. Therefore, law enforcement was providing victims with the information, not the other way around.

A common multiple pathway pairing for this variable was with Tip-Victim Tip and Matched Description-Victim Identification. An example of this was when a victim saw their suspected perpetrator around the area they were in, believed they recognized them, and called the police to say they saw their rapist.

H. More Examples of Multiple Variable Pathways Cases

Most of the pathways occurred as single pathways in some cases and as part of multiple variable pathways in others. For example, a multiple variable case involving Own Actions was someone being stopped because they matched the description of a suspect and then they said they were in the vicinity of the murder when it happened. There was more to this case, but this illustrates how more than one variable can be involved because they matched a description and their verbal actions led to suspicion. Another case involved Matched Description-Officer Identification and Physical Evidence. In this case, an individual was found matching the description of a rape suspect and was also in possession of a radio that was taken from the scene. Another multiple pathway case involved Own Actions and Prior Law Enforcement Encounter where an individual seen driving around where a body was found multiple times and became a suspect after it was found he had prior sex offenses on his record.

An example of a more complex set of pathways in our analysis is a murder case in which someone was stopped and brought in for questioning because he looked like someone police were looking for in connection with the murder. Police realized this person they brought in was not the person they were searching for yet questioned him anyway. During questioning, this individual said they were in the area of the murder and was questioned harder and therefore, this individual
became a suspect due to Matched Description-Officer Identification (because he looked like the person police were looking for), Own Actions (because he said he was in the area of the murder leading to more suspicion), and Police Action (because they brought in the wrong person and questioned them anyways).